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03-04-2018 01:04 #1 I understand that the RNG timer is good and I don't dispute it mostly. I think, however, that if you buy it for FC you should be able to get around it. I just spent almost an hour clicking on a poster empty plot trying to buy it for my FC (we don't have a home and I don't even own a personal one), but we're limited to the
same timer. I know that some people have abused this system on some servers with multiple FC, but we are just looking for a home. 03-04-2018 01:11 PM #2 Blame House flippers that made the housing market so bad that SE had to intervene, and it wasn't always just people buying upside-down homes either, there were quite a few FCs
that shelled out gil and sometimes $ for an upside-down house. It would be nice though if there was some kind of visual indicator though that the house was available for purchase. Wish you luck though in getting your home FC 03-04-2018 02:54 PM #3 originally published by Gralna It would be nice though if there was some kind of visual
indicator though that the house was available for purchase. A bad idea like this can be used by information interception bots for the customer or less advanced bots, abusing visual changes. In both directions they will be able to buy a house before you even see a change on the map that would make it impossible to compete. Not sure if
here we will have the same delay as on the MP when you click too quickly between elements, but if present that means everyone has an equal chance. 03-04-2018 06:33 PM #4 a few hours later and I still can't buy it, it's funny at the moment. There are several empty plots open now and literally all of them are this piece of land not yet
ready to be purchased. I'm very upset. 03-05-2018 12:06 am #5 I doubt SE will do it for FC because players are already trying to bypass timers by putting a dummy FC to transfer the home property in this way. Make FC, buy a house, go to Reddit to sell the house, the buyer joins FC and buys a house, the seller leaves FC, the house is
now owned by the buyer in the solo player FC. It's roundabout as hell, but it was happening. 03-05-2018 01:10 #6 FCs turn on to bypass the timer completely defeats the timer target. Solo players weren't the only ones selling the plots. I know it's annoying, but it's necessary. House flippers, why can't we have good things. 03-05-2018
01:51 AM #7 And I know that it is not useful, but within the first 2 weeks after the opening of the chambers the only people who could buy land were FCs. So FC already had an advantage. 03-05-2018 03:49 AM #8 originally published by Madbunny Bad idea how it can be used by information interception bots for the customer or less
advanced bots, abusing visual changes. In both directions they will be able to buy Before you even see the changes on the map that would make it impossible to compete. Compete. of course, if here we have the same delay as on the MP when you click too quickly between the elements, but if present, that means that everyone has an
equal chance. They can also check the poster consistently for hours/days without interruption. It can also make it easier for actual players to see if something is actually available. 03-05-2018 11:05 #9 Originally published by Dustytome They can also check the poster consistently for hours/days without interruptions. It can also make it
easier for actual players to see if something is actually available. But then they are easy to spot. Even if the SE doesn't have right now any mechanism to detect these kinds of bots it would be easy for them to make one, for example, if the character makes more than X the number of clicks in Y the amount of time a GM gets a notification
and can easily check what's going on. In fact it's so easy to spot that no bots are using these actions anymore, and I've seen GM fight all kinds of bots in other games (as FF isn't my first MMO). Another solution would be a few random timers for checks with long pauses, but then there is no point in running them and legitimate players are
back in the game with the same chance to capture the plot. 03-05-2018 11:09 AM #10 Players should make these clicks too if someone else is around, otherwise they risk losing it. I had a friend camping poster to lose the plot because he stopped clicking to dial something to someone right when it became available for purchase. It's not
going to work either. Each service account can have only one free company real estate hall and one private property in the world. Once this limit has been reached, it is impossible to acquire additional plots of land in the same world on this maintenance account, including individual symbols on the same world. Okay, so has anything
changed with the timer? Is that still a maximum of 22 hours? I'm starting to think differently. Edit 1: Also do FC buyers get any benefits? Always wanted to buy a house in MMO, so do you have a place to live when the real house around you breaks up and collapses? Well, now you can in Final Fantasy XIV! Find out more with our FFXIV
Housing Timer Guide.Buying houseThere has several different properties to choose from. Players can purchase a house on their own or with members of their Free Company. If you manage to own one, it can be used for a number of different activities such as gardening, etc. and you can even rent your property for friends who can then
access your stables, garden, etc. If you have a house with a free company, each member gets a private camera as well as other activities that you can't do if you have a house yourself. Such as a workshop company or even build a free airship company. What if you have It allows you to travel between three major cities for less Gil money,
but it's slower to do so. These are small places to buy, such as apartments, apartments, but the actions you can do in them are very limited. You can do gardening, but only grow two plants ... But when in a house that expands to a whole garden to a nice garden. As the housing timer works, buying a property is not as easy as it sounds, as
it is extremely limited. Only the number of plots is available. And if they're all accounted for, the only way to buy one is for someone not to enter their home for 45 days and it gets demolished, no matter how much you paid for it. Now the crux of the problem. Players have to wait for this empty plot to come to market, but it can be at any old
random time. When I speak by accident, I mean random. There is no way to know when it will be available for purchase. And since housing is so limited, you will have to compete with thousands of other players also waiting for this land. This timer can last more than 24 hours, or it can be within 6 hours. There is no rhyme or reason for
this. So get ready to have the time and patience to camp in front of the monitor waiting for this piece of land for a very long time. And while you're at it, train that by tapping your finger as the odds you get buying this home are an incredibly low percentage. See also: FFXIV Mountains GuideConclusion As I said, there are many apartments
for people to buy. Speciality? Not so much. And the house gives you a lot more to do! And a place to decorate and call your own. This whole system is in place, so people don't sell plots of land for real money. It makes sense, but if the system stops people wanting to buy a legitimate property, it's frustrating for the player. However, the
players managed to get around this problem by selling their entire free company. This of course includes the property the Free Company owns. Looking for more FFXIV content? See our educational dummy guide! Related Guide! Related
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